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To0 mnke a complete metallurgicel examination of three British homogeneous
vlates and three British face hardened plates submitted by Aberdeen Proving
'Ground.

1. The subject plates have the following chrrrcteristics:

Type Measured Brinell
Mtgr. ,.nd of Thickness Hardness Type Composition

Iom. T~ektesg Plate Inches MM. Face Core C Mn Ni "r Mo V

"E.S.Co., 70mm. Homo. 2.74 69.6 297 .31 .60 3.27 .71 .52 -

E.S.Co., 80mm. Homo. 3.10 79.7 261 .33 .61 2.82 .76 .56 -

Firth Brawn, Homo. 4.69 119 273 .33 .63 .71 1.24 .6 --
Ltd., 120mm.

Beardmore,50mm. Carb. 1.92 4g.9 780 215 .35 .49 .41 3.52 .49 .24

Beardmore,70rmi. Cprb. 2.68 69.1 79Q 215 .35 .50 .46 3.13 .56 .26
Firth Brown, Ca
Ltd., B-i/2" Carb. 4.42 112 618 235 .29 .46 4.32 1,514 .12 .24

The plates designated by Aberdeen as frce-hardened were found to be cmrbiritzed.
All of the above analyses are used for projectile testing plate, but only the
composition from which the Firth Brown 12O)mm. plate wrn frbricated is knuwn
definitely to be used for regulrr prodauction heaovy tank rolled homogeneous
armor. This analysis is within the range specified for the British I1% Or-Mo
cormosition, from w.,hich most of present dr7y Britich machinenble rolled nrmor in
made.

2. The homogeneous plate comoositions differ grertly from those generallr
used by Amerionn industry for comnrrable pIrtes since nickel content ift much
higher sad .mangrnese content is much lower in the Briti.h Pnalyse. The
chemistries of the carburizod Tnhtes P.rs cuite different, axcept in carbon
content, from the compositionp of American henrvy rolled carbnrrized plates
expamined not this arsernl.
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3. Hardnesses of the British homxogeneous Plates are at alittle, higher
level tha-n that. to which current American cormirable rolled armo'r is heat
treated. (250.-260 Brinell). H~ard~ness levels and hardness dist~ributions in
cases and cores of the -British carburized -o1ates are similar to those deter-
mined in recent projectile testing 31' to 5ý rolled carburized nlates -nade by
two American producers. Total case depth of each face-hardened plate is
al-most half of the cross4 section, bout depth of hardness to Roeckwell 0~ 50 is
Only .25'" to .340. Tha depth of carburizpation in each plate is much less than
the corresponding depth of hardened case, being only .40" to -59".

4. All of the plates possess satisfactory hardenability except the
Yirth Brown, Ltd., 120mmý. plate, which is greartly deficient- in hardenability.

~.All of t1he molates Pre susceptible to temper brittleness.

6. The heat treAtment of the homogeneous plates conzisted of quench
h;ardening, in warter or oil, and tempering. After crarburizatior.)he fe-.ce-~
hArdened. plates were hardened, 'orobably in water or oil, and tem~pered; ind then
the cases were hardened by aPDI I c,-,tion of austenitizing heat to only thp
carburized faces, followed by ouenching.

7. Inferior impaet- toughness, In varyiang aegrees, wns revealed by the
fracture -nd notched-bar im-mact tests of several of the -olates. These plates
and the causes determined for their Inferior -orcperties -are es follows:
3- S. Co., 70mm-. end Sm.plates temper brittlenesi; F~rhBrown,Lta., 120mm,
plate - iix~'&eaupte quench hEardening; and Bepr&-ore, 70mm-.. plate - excessively-
large grPin size -olus, merhenps, incomplete cuencir 'hardening.

S. The Firthi Brown, Ltd. 120mm. polate a.nd the S. S. 7> 0mm, plpate are

chartacterized by such poor impect toughness throughout most cf tuhe section

that theiae plates would be expected to exhibit poor resistance to severe bat..-listic shock. From the 1limited daýta -aVrilvble it apper thtrsstnet
penetrption by matching and overmatch.-ng projectiles, especially. at obliquities,
might be Inferior to that of rolled plate similrar in thickness and hardness
but possessed of Pa fibrous fracture.

9, Ull plates we~re cross rolled, but most had been rolled in one dir-
ection predominetely. All plates except the Firth Brown, Ltd. 412plt1ae f
satisfactory steel soundness in regard to freedom from pronounced laminat ions.
Bevere segrega~tions of small ovJ. shaped nonmetvallic inclusions present in
this polate would be excpected to cause spalling under obliqjuity penetrptions by
matching e--nd overmatching -projectiles,

*lCC:iNTiS JRV.

DT 1,C TA. 2 K. Bolotsky '
APPR0U i-an O~CUýed Asst. M~etallurgist

....................... ......................

Major, Ord. Dept. 1 Ava~iiability Code7--I
Acting Director of Laboratoiy'opy
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IN-TRflCDIOT109

In conjunction with an extensive comparative program being fired at
Aberdeen Proving Ground with American and •ritish APC projectiles against both
American and British armor plate, it was requested by thi Office, Chief of
Ordnancel, that this arseral conduct complete metallurgical examinations upon
sections taken from each British plate.

MATEIUALS AJ)TINST PRDCgDURE

Six rectangular samples, each flme cut from a corner of a plate, were
submitted by Aberdeen Proving Ground. Dimensions cf each sample were plate
thickness x 7V approx. x 14" approx. Descriptive information about the plates
is as follows:

Watertown
Arsenal Plate Nominal* Measured**

Dengantio• Manufacturer . Ng. Thi-clknes Theknss

9 Zk S. Co. G23003- 70mm. 2.741f (69.5mm) Hoeo.
3609

50 B. S. Co. G22487- 80mm, 3,10 (78.7mm) Homo.
3350

73 Furth Brown, Ltd. 23873.- 120mm. 4,68"(119 mm) Homo.

14 Beardmore 302B 50ms. 10,92 (48.8mm) F.H.
1.4 eardore2314T

6304-
45 Beardmore 2945T 70mm. 2 ,68" (68.1Imm) F.H.

48 Parth Brow-, Ltd. 5448B 4i 4.4211(li2 mm) P.R.
*The plate thicknesses given on all figures in this report are nominal thick-

S:nesses.
"*SThickesses were measured at this laboratory on cross sections cat through

the plate and do not include the heavy scale present on ehch plate. All
surfCaces werevery rough from the rolling.

Each sample was first notched at the midpoint of the 14" dimension and
frectured. Il accordance with the results of the fracture teqts, the fractured
halves farthest from the plate corners2 were subjected to the following pro-
ceduress chemical analyses, Jominy hardenability determinationý, hardness

1, Wtn. 400.112/3022(s) - 0.0. 4•03.112/10033(s), See Appendix A.
2, Only the fractured halves farthest from the plate corners were used in

order to examine arror that was least likely to have been affected by the
"ttedge-effect" during the original hardening process (i.e., more efficient
qauench hardening at the plate edge than at the rest of the plate) and by
the flame cutting by both Aberdeen a&, the British manufacturers (the
plates had been flane cut to size). Upon being macroetched, sections
through the British flame cut edges shwe& hardened xones adjacent to the
edges, proving that the plates had been flame cut to size nfter heat treatt-
ment, Therefore the material examined w•s probably distant enough from
the as-quenched edges to be free of the quenching "edge effeot.b



surveys, V-notch Charpy iripact tests, tensile tests, macroetching, and
microscopic examinations.

Additional fracture bars of different shape and broken in a differunt
manner than required by the standarO ":ocedure were taken for comparison with
the fractured samples. In order to d'etermine-'ahe nature of the cases of the
face hardened plat'is, the cases were annealed and then examined microscopically.
All plates were tested for susceptibility to temper brittleness by means of a
modified Greaves and Jones procedure. Experimental heat treatments were pe-
formed on sections of Plates 9, 50, 73, and 45 in order to determine the
causes of the poor impact properties of these plates.

DATA AV DISCUSSION

1. Fracture Tests

a, Entire Aberdeen Sample

Prior to fracturing each Aberdeen stmple was notched in deeply
at the midpoint of the 14" dimension, at both edges, perpendicular to the
plate faces. To facilitate fracturing, each sample was also given a shallow
notch at one face. All notching was done with a cut off wheel. Sample 49
was broken under a press; all others were fractured by the quick impact of a
forge hammer. Fractures wore rated for both steel soundness and fibre
characteristics, The results of the tests are shown in Table I and Figures 1
and 2.

It should be noted in Figures 1 and 2 that tLe unnotched plnte
faces of the homogeneous plates Pnd the case faces of the face hardened plates
have been designated as "Face 3". The corresponding opposite faces in each
case have been designated "Face A". By reference to CFace B" and to "Face A•
identification will bo made of all test specimens taken from the fractured
.samples.

A discussion of the data Cderived from the fractured samples is

given below.

(1) Homogeneous Plates

The fractures of Nos. 9 and 50 showr that these plates
possess good steel soundness. No soundness rating can be assigned to Plate 73
because of the almost wholly crystalline fracture, which would tend to suppress
the appearnnce of any leminativas that might be present.

P1-Rted for their fibre characteristics, it is seen from
Figure 1 that the fractures of Plates 9 and 73 exhibit crystallinity through.
out most of the section, The crystallinity of No, 73 is coarse, whereas in
the fracture of Plate 9 crystallinity occurs as small facets in a fibrous
matrix, In Plate 50 a coarse crystallinity occurs only in the half of the
fracture adjacent to Face B, the other half being fibrous. The presence of
cryst-alinity in the fractures of all of the British homogeneous plates
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indicates, in a general sense, that the ipact tougbness of these plates is

(2) Fgace Hardene lates

Their fractures being free of lmint.tions, Plates 1 -V
pozsesc good steel soundness roxýngz. The fr.a=Itures Pre very "woo-ly", however€"

.ntlicating that many short inclusion stringera are present in these steels.
Two deep laminations are present in the fracture of plate No. 4S, sufficient
to impart a rnundneas rating of D to this mn÷"zrinl.

As shown by Figure 2, fra.ct'res of the cores of Plates l4
nO. 4•1 are wholly flbtvxus, hence indicative of goo' impact toughnesawhile come

crystalline areas, indicative of brittleness, are evident in the fracture of
the core region of Pleta 45- However, since the effoote ciused duriag fr•acture
by deep laminatioim prese-t in the fracture of plate ITo, NI could have prevented

the occurren,s of fry,.teo2inity, the results of this fracture test for No, 149
rust be c~neiderec. ireencnlsive,

The characteristics of the fracturea of the fr-ce hardened
plate cases nre described in detail in Table 1, The fracture teat has revealed
that the total depths of the cases ave as followsr

Ll at -IOlt Case -DMpth

b. Additional ?ract-areTests

To secure addit:•,onal f ractur-e bars, each Aberdeen saf.ple fraotured
half from which test specirmons were to be taken was sliced through the thicknesso
perpendi-rular to the fractui e, approxinately 2" distant from the Aberdeen flame
cut edge, These T x 7" ,ptrrox, x 2" approx. bare were then notched dseply with
a cut off wheel at the micbioint of the ", dimension, perpendicular to the plate
gurfaces, at only the flo!e cut edge, and broken under a forge hammer.

The fractures are shown in ligure 3. F'rom comparieon of Yiggxres
I and 2 with Fizure 3 the differences in method of notching and path of fr~ature
can be seen. The Aber&een T x 1i1" x 7" samples we're notched and fractured n
that the fx-acture progressed chiefly from one plate face to the other; whereas
the path of fracture. in the smnal fracture bars was perpenIdlcular to the p~ate

T.no following observations result from the fracture of the
Ul. test pieces:
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The fibre charLc tritWes of thee( frvotnu-r are identical
to those of the facturod Aberdeen leam e,: Since the frzacturew, progressed

Pcootbd platte thicknessi the dis•ýrl,.Witton of cystllinity in the secticm
* n~r.1i xn sorne canoe now ýe correlateti with the variations In irrpact strength

throug~hout the seto5 It 3se now (,vident that Flato 73* `Pos-6&sV poor
impact a`%rength throughout most of the secti on; that the Impact toughness of
Nb. 9 ic sozawhat, poor from face to fp~oel &:aid that the im-pact to~ughness in the

*half of the section ad~jacent to Frtoe 3, in Plate 50, is infori.-r to that of
the opposite 1-4lf,

(2) Pace Haelo.ned Plates'

As shown by Figiure 3. there ir, no change in t~he fiber
charac~eristice of the fractur,ýs of Plates 14* ancl ~49.!~ it is ro.voaleed
by the fibrous nature of t'he fractures that impaot toughness is good through1.
oull the sections of these plates. L,%annations --n the fracture of Plate 4*S
are this ti~me shallow and tha-erefore Incapable of inf luencing signif icaanily
the character of the ruwpture*

Oi~y traces of cry;.Aallinity, at the conter i egion, ars
apparent in the small bar fractures of Plate 145, unlike the modereto amunt
of cryatral~lnity seen d~istributor, in areas throughout the section in the,
corresponding K~er&een samle -fra-it-re, The latter condition -Jay hav'e be;n
due to initiation of brittle failure In the core'by the brittle path of fracture
through the hard case, At any etant, the presence of crystallinityshowo that

* impTact toughness is somewhat inferior,

2. Natur~e a tg Cse f the Pa eeHardened. Plgatas

Sections throurth the thickniess were cut from the face hardened
plates, annealed in neutrapak- at 1700OF for 3 h-ouxsv -nd furnace. c iooled, "The
specimens were. ground to remove Odecarburizatic~n, polished, ran& emanined
Microscopically,

From the variations in microstructuaras between the case mnd core
regions, Including the presence in ea-,h plate of a carbid~e grain boumdary
network adjacent to Face 3 only) it was seen that, Plates 1~41 4*5, and 49 h d
been carburized prior to har-ening. The depth of carbon penetration determinted
for each plate Is as followss

De-pth of Carbon
PLAte OI~o ~ ?ýeaetrat ion

)45 .59

5, In. ttornsd trnnsiti.on zone fractures of not-,he& bars the canter crystalline-
zorie Is in-rroun6ded by a fibrout ed~ge, Hovever,, if thoe metal is free of

laniaV~othis crysta)line area ohoui6. be at the center and shouldl
occupy a gvoo proporcion of the width of the fracture, *Areas of cryst'al-
.-linity Ahich are not qvmmetrioally locate(! or which are narrow in relation
to ths tkrecinen *idth are theref ore indicati-va of a variation of impact
properties across tho soction revilti~ng from anomuniforn-itv of atractureo
(*Prom "N~otched B3ar Irmaoat Test~' Treens. A.'aM.o Iron and Steel -D.~vlsion,

i94 ,T H. aonon: li.



rrý. conpar.ison of the above data with the case depths revealed by
the fracture testa (see Table I) it Is seen that the fracture case depth of
each plate is appreciably grenter than the corresponding depth of carbon
penetration. This euggests that the hp'rdoned cases had been achleved by sore
method involving Cifferential heating of the plate* In Section 10, "Microscopic
Examination", it will be shown that each plate had been heat treated by the
following process: (1) hardening and tempering of the entire plate; and then
(2) awplication of heat to the case faoe only, follo-wod by dither quenching
of the entire plate or spray quenching of the case.

3. Ch eni.cej Anaiyse_

The chemical e x-i!ysos of the six plates are given in Table II.
Except for the presence in the aubject plates of boron, which is probably a
residual element Judging fron +fhe small emgunt, all of the plate compositiots
are similt.r t, those listed by the British ' as beein typical anayses that

are used for proof of shot.

The following basic type analyses Pre recoognizable in Table I11

a. Homogeneous Plates

A1l of the homogeneous plates were mrnufactured from this
type analysis, Ilates 9 and 50 diffc- chiefly in that the forzier contains a
higher niccel contentThe main constituente in their analyses ar6 as follows

_0 _Mn i Ni Or Mo
70mm Plate, No, 9 .31 .60 .22 3.27 ,71 q52

S0mr I-late, No.50 .33 .61 .19 2.82 .76 -56

From the British reports and a stracts available in this
l.aboratory it cannot be determined whether or not these ralyses are used
,,,r prod-action *'ank armor manufactur.o There is a refereonce, however, to the

use of 3i- Ni-Cr-Mo steo! a.d 2½% Ni-Cr-Mo steel in the neunufactitre of
experimental )4 rolled plate?.

Althoug�" the 120mm Plate, No. 73, is in the Ni-Cr--4o category,
it differs from the other two homogeneous plate3 by containing m•.ch less nickel

6ý See Appendix B.

7. V,.A. 4t. 710/023 . British Secret Abstract - "Minuates of the 20th Meeting
of the Technical Coordinating Committee or the T'nk Almour Held at
Adelphi on 27th January 1944 at 21-30 P-M."
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and appreciably nore chroniLuri. The abbreviated a•nalysis is:

.33 q63 .23 .71 1.24 .46

This is within the range specified for the British regular production 1½f
Cr-i~c machiner-ble rolled armor arnalysis, from which, accordfing Zq A recent
British reportg, nost of the British armor is made at the present time. The
range of this type analysis is:

4S Nn S P Ni Or Mo

.25/.35 .15/.4o .40/-9o0 .05 i',c,,- .05 Ma<x. .4/1.o 1.o/1.9 .301.6o

b__. Re •ardenea. (Oxbixrizod) Armor-'

(1 .) or-iMo-V

Plates 14 --nd h •-?--e fabricated from steel of this type
analysis, Except for a higher chrocd.i content in No. 14, the two analyses
are almost identical, as shown below:

C Mn Si Fi Cr Mo V
5Oto Platet No.14 .35 .49 .20 .- : 3.52 .49 .24
70mm Plate, No,45 .35 .50 .25 .46 3.13 .56 .26

(2) Nit'r-o•,l.oV

The tye %nalysis utilized in the pxoduction of the )4"
Plate, No. '4, is the following Ni-Cr-Mo-V type:

0 Mn Si Ni Or If V

.2S ..46 .24 4.32 1.5r4 12 .24

Of significance is the molybdennn ccntent, which is much lower than that of
the other five British plates.

Information was not available in the Britieh reVports and
abstracts to determine whether or not the carburized plate analyses are
used for tank armor production as well as for projectile testing plate
nanufacture.

9. British Secret Report - "Piring, Trials on Americari Rolled Plates" -

25th Septenber 1944 - V'. A. Rpt. 710/717

- 6-
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4. Hardenability

Since it was oonsidered aesirable in the hardenability determinations
to austenitise the steels at the sane temperatures used by the British for
similar plate analyses, all of the British reports and abstracts available
in the laboratory files were perused for these data. Except in the case of
plate No. 73, the only data that could be found pertained to compositions
only roughly sinila~r to those of the subject plates, and these temperatures
appeared to be lover than optimum. Therefore it was decided to make two
Jominy bar hardenalility determinations for each plate, in one instance using
the temperatire that the British probably used (judging from the eata that
could be sacured), and in the second instance using a temperature that
previous experience had indicated would be ample for achieving complete
solution of the carbides. (This was not strictly true in the case of the
vanadium bearing carlourized plates. The temperatures chosen for these plates
pertained to complete carbide solution considering only the contents of C,
Mn, Ni, Or, and Mo.) All of theqe austenitizing data are given below:

Austenittzing Temp. Austenitizing Temp.
Plate Used by tritish for Used to Duplicate Austenitizing Temp.
No. Somewhat Similar Analyses British Practice Choseu by W.A.

Homogeneous Plates

9 1516-15620P 1540°F 1650cP
50 1516-1562OF 1540OF 1650'Y

73 16i6°P 1616°F 1675°F

Face Hardened (Carburized) Plktes

14 16o7-16520F 1650OF 1700&F
45 ].6o7-1652°F 1650°F 17C1?
49 1516-1562oF 1540°F 16750 -

Jomý,ny bars were machined from the region adjacent to the center
of the plate sections, austenitized for 4 hours at the temperatures. iven
above, and enid quenched in a standard fixture. Hardness surveys were made
on ground ffats at the bar faces adjacent to the plate centers and then tale
sMIne flats were examined metallographically.

Results of the hardness surveys are tabulated in Table III an,
shown graphically by Figures 4 and 5. Results of the metallographic
exmnatipn and other per-tinent data are muamarized in Table XV. 4 dis-
cussion Qf the hardenability data As given be.ow;

a. Homogeneous Plates

From Table III it is seen that for each steel the hardness
distributions along both Jominy bars are identical. This iniication that
in every instance hardenability was not improved by the higher austenitizing
tempe-ature was verified by the metallographic surveys, Microscopic
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examination also disclosed the explanation for the lack of improvement,
since it was found that carbide solution was essentially complete in the
bars austenitized at the lower temperatures as well as in the bars end
quenched fr6m the higher temperatures.

The hardenability criterion that will be used in this report
is the ability of a plate to be qaench hardened in still water so as to
contain not more than 10% of non-martensitic transformation products at
the center of the section. Using this criterion, Table !V shows that
Plates 9 and 50 possess more than ample hardenability (and identical hard-
enability), while Plate 73 is greatly deficient in hardenability.

b. Face Hardened (Carburized) Plates

Although again the hardness patterns are identical for both
Jominy bars of each plate (except at 40o/i6' from the quenchedl end in the
case of Plate 49), this time increased carbon solution at the higher
austenitizing temperatures has caused improvement in hardenability, in
regard to the occurrence of non-martensitic transformation products. Using
the same criterior as before, however, the hardenability improvement is not
significant. All of the plates possess adequate hardenability even when
quench hardened friTm the lowter austenitizing temperatures.

It is iiteresting to note that whelreas the hardness distrib-
utions in both Jominy bars of Plate 14 are identical to the hardness patterns
of both of the No. 45 bars (from 4/16" to 40/16" from the quenched end), at
40/16" already 30% bainite is present in the Yo. 45 (1650 0 F) bar anc only
less than 5% of the same constituent exists in the N{o. 14 (1700 F') bar at
the same location.

5. Hardness SuyVeys

a. HomoGeneous Plates

Brinell -hardness surveys were made on surfaces through the
thickness of the plates. The results are contained in Table V and
summarized below:

Plate ,No, Brinell Range

9 293/302

50 2)49/269

73 262/285

Hardness is uniform throughout the section in Plate 9, decreases
slightly at the center region in Plate 73, and in Plate 50 is slightly lower
in the section half adjacent to Face 3 than in the opposite half.

b. Face Hardened (CarbiirizeL) Plates

2 or each plat,3 two Rockwell 0 surveys were made completely
across the thickness on a grLund specimen taken parallel to and just back
of the Aberdeen sample fracture, Readings were taken at 1/16" intervalt



.,nd the surveys were about 1l" apart. These data are plotted in Figure 6 and
surmarized in Table V1.

Cross sectional Brinell surveys were also made on the specimens
and then Brinell hardness was determined on each case face, after the removal
of 1/32" by careful grinding. These data are included in Table V.

The Rockwell C surveys in Figare 6 show that the initial
hardness of each case is high. However, this high hardness does not persist.
Therefore, althotgh each case is seen to be deep in regard to extent of
hardness above that of the corresponding core (each case extends in approx-
imately for one half the distance across the section), actually each case
is shalkow if Rock-well -050 is the criterion-used. to evealuate the hardness
distrib ftion.

This hardness level is used by the U. S. "Naval Proving Grol.d
in determining the extent of "effective case7 in their carburized armor,
since it has been their experience that only the portion of a case hardened
to or above Rockwell C 50 is effective in breaking up the opposing projectile.

Rockwell 0 50 may be considered excezsive by some persons and
perhaps Rc 45 is preferable. Using this value as the mini.iwun hardness of
the "effective case", the case depths of all the plates remain shallow.

It is evident from Figure 6 that each plate had been severely
decarburized at the rear face during heat treatment. The total depth of
decarburization for each plate appears to be as follows: Plate 14, .31",
Plate 45, .25", =,d Plate 48,.!9".

Summarized briefly, the hardneas distributions in each plate,
given as Brinell numbers, are as follows:

Plate C-ase Face Core
NO Hardness Hardness

114 790 - 212/217
45 790 207/217

49 601/653 229/241

A, slight decrea-e in hardness from the outer region to the center of each
core is detected from both the Rockweil C and the 8rinell surveys.

6. V-.otch Charpy Impacý Test

a. Material As-Received

(1) Homogeneous Plates

In order to precisely sur--y the degree and variations
of impact toughness throug.hout each plate thickness, V-notch Charpy specimens
were machined from all of the homogeneous plates. Specimena were taken from
the region directly back of the Aberdeen sample fractures and locatea in the

9-



cross sections as shown in Tigure 7. All specin.3ns oere transverse (i.e., their
fractures were longitudinal) and were notched parallel to the thickness direc-
tion, The temperaturos at which the specimens were broken end the results of
the tects are included in Table VII.

very good correlation is evident between the 0*h0rpy
inmact data and the frscturos shown 'n 21izýre 3. OChprpy ýpcaimens tken from
the cross qectional regions that had ruptut.red in a fibrous manner :uring the
frtcture testt retain their room terperature value (and. t fibrous fracture)
dowm to or almost eown to .40o00 whereas the i-nact values of the regions
that had frnctured brittlely du.rin• the fracture tests cro considterrably lower
at -4000 than at room tempernture tnd the Ohtrpy fractures are brittle at
tho low te.perotures). 1,Pact tougbness is no poor aot the center of the
section in Plote 73 that tho COarpy sýecLnenn fractured brittlely even at
room terpertiture, with consequent low energy values.

Since re-J.ction of tem'erature has an equiwvlent effect
tc increasing thz rate of strain, with a small decroase in temperature being
eqtial to a great increase in the stra•in rite, rapnid tronsition from ductile
to brittle type of fallure as the testing temperaturo is lowered from room
temperature indLicates poor impact strengtb at high ra.-es of strain. Rolled
armor of hardnesses up to about 360 Brinell is conaidered to rossess very
good impact toughness when the room temperature Charpy fracture is fibrous
and the character of the fracture does not change substantially at -.40o0
(i.e., the Oharpy value at -40o0 is about the same ris the vrlw e at room
terinerature).

Although the room temperature fractures of the • aned
:o. 50 COharpy s•ecimens are fibrous, the values are considerably beioi, those
of good quality cross rolled mra.%teriaps of the same haranesses. This surhgests
thent the plates had been rolle, in one -lirection essentially t" the
"1rwoodinessly of the Chaopy fractures prove thait they had been.

(2) Face Hardoned. (Carburized) Plates

Since plates No, 14 gnd 49 exhibited completely fibro;s
fractures during the frncture tests of Section 1, no 0hvrpy testing of shese
plates was done.

The Charoy iipact properties of Plato 45 were determined
by the snme procede as was used for the homogeneous plates. Location of
specimens is likewise in igure 7 annd the data are in Table VII a-lso.

Impact toughness at the center of the section of this plate
is seen to be below that of superior quality rolled armor of 220 Brinell. The
impact level of the fibrous OCharD specimens (the room t .mperature specimens)
is lower than that of eeood qua)ity 220 Brinell cioes rolled _,late, and again
"woodiness" of the fractures ind-icates non-uniforv'. rolling reduction to be
the cause.

b. Suscepti tilitZ to Tomier 3brittlement

A modified form of the Greaves and Jones standard test was

9. 0. Zener and J. H. Hollonom - "Plastic Flow and Rupture of Metals" - Trans.
Amer. Soc, M!etAls (1943) Vol. 33•
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used to 6etermine the susceptibility of each material to terwer en'brittlement,
Since it is 11mown thLat the hi~her the original htrdening, temerature the
greater nay be the tetrper embrittlament, the test was condfuctedl on each
material using both sots of Pvstenitizing tei~eratures Ipreviously used in the
Jorniny h rxcenability deoterminnt ions. The procedulre -for each plateo for each
aust~nitizing tenneraturot, is given boelow:

Small ncimnons, oufficient in size or else in qunntit-y to
3)2ter f6urnish four transverse Oharpy 51)Ocimoflst wore cut
from each :n1ato. Size of the largaest specirnen was 23t-0x""
All1 specimens were austonitized fs- 24 hours, hrrence, in: oil, and
temperedl nt 1200OF for 24 hours, after which half th~e spoecimens
of each plate wore quenched in water and the remaining h-alf
were furn-ace cooledc' at 5o' ,/nPuto. St~nmdrd V-notch Ghai4,yn impact
bars were nachined from the specimens, notched. p!-rallel to the
plate thickness diroction, rnid ")roken at l4000.

!'he Charpy dAtat- -are -iven in Table VIII and! interpreted. as
f ollows:

(1) Romogenopus Plftes

As shown by t14he lower immact oneorf-ies of the furnac-, coole&
specinens co-mparedl to the ener(-ios of the corres'onidinr water quenched snamples,
pall of these steels are found. t:) be -!-,precivably qusceptible to tempgr
embrittlenent when slow .ooled f rom, above the enbrittlonont range. ý lowever,
austenitizing at the higher tep eraturos has not increasedt the "egrge of
e~mbrittlement,

(2) F-ce Harodened (Carl~irieO.) Plates

all of the carburizeed plates likewise show -,reat suscepLtibilit
to te=.)er emb)rittlenenrt, with no significant increrase being causcer by the higher
of the two hardenring temo eratures used. for each steel. The embrittlement
Oevelopeed in th fnco cooled specimens c F Plate 249 is onspecially severe.
It will be recallecl that this plate contains much less miolybdeanu than is present
in each of the other five -plates.

Since good impact toughlness was ruoealed by the -fracture
tests of Plates 14 and )4(9 it is evident that these plates had been quickly
cooled from the draw, proba~bly by inmersion in water, in ordelr to overcome
temper embrittlenent.

The cwase of the poor irrpact stron thi which occurred f ram
austenitizinp- the N~o* 124 and, No. 245 Flpecimens at ),7009 1 is not knoxm.

E. Zffect of a RedIraw on Im, Act Pronerties

()H-Omogeneouas Plattes

Additional exqperimen'Vation waG now c-arried. out to deterwiAne

whebher or not temper embrittlement ha-d, been tesp-onsible for the brittleness



exhibited by these plates. 'rom each material a section T(thicknAI)x2.3"x.6"
was secured having the 2,3" dimension parallel to the transverse rolling
direction. Mach section was drawm for 2g hours at a temperature that was
believed to be above the embrittling range and sufficiently low so as not
to soften the material, and then water quenching followed* Charpy specimens
were machined from each section at locations identical to those shown in
Figure 7, notched parallel to the plate thickness, and broken at -4.O0C.

The resulting data, given in Table IX, show thaot the
brittleness exhibited by Plates 9 and 50 was due solely to temper embrittlement,
which occurred during the cooling from the draw, and that this malady had
not been responsible for the poor impact toughness of Plato 73. The cooling
rate following the tempering of Plate 73 was sufficiently fast that temper
embrittlement did not occur.

(2) Face Hardened (Carburized) Plates

By a similar procedure it was revealed that the brittleness
manifested by Plate 45 had not been caused by temper embrittlement,

7, Tensile Tests

Standard .357" diameter tensile specihens were machined, from Ull
the plates that had displayed brittleness, to the extent of the materia-l
remaining after all other tests had been performed. Locations of the specimens
within the plate croos sections are shown by Figare 7. Test data are included
in Table X,

The elongation nmd reduction of area values in the trrnsverse
direction of Plates 9 and 50 are considerably lower thnn the corresponding
longitudinal direction values, 'This chocks the remarks made in Section 6
in regard to the esuentially uni-directional rolling of the plates.

8. l•acrostrructure

a. Homogeneous Plates

The mracroetched structures of the homogeneous plates are shown
in Figure 9. All of the plates appear to have been cross rolled, with the
rolling of Plates 9 and 50 having been done in one direction predominantly.
No excessive non-metallic segregations that might cmee planes of weakness
have been revealed by the hot acid etch. Numerous short inclusion stringers
are present in each plate, however,

b. Face Hardened (Carburized) Plates

The hot etched structures of the carburizei plates, shown in
Figure 9, reveal that all had been cross rolled. From the pronounced "woodinesso
of their fractures it was expected that the macrostructures of Plates 14 and
45 would contain more inclusion stringers and would evidence more indications
that rolling had occurred in one direction mainly, Numerous long stringers
exist throughout the section in the macrostructure of Plate 49, e-,mlaining
the occurrence of deep ruptures in the fracture of this plate, (see Section 1).

-12.



In addition many short inclusion stringers are distr.buteO, throughout tha
section.

Of interest is t:-e shallowness of the cnse of Pl1'te •4 thnt
has been revealed by thc macroetch.

Short cracks are present in the cases of Plates l Pnd 45.
It is not unusuml, however, for hard carburized cases to show cracks nfter
macrootching.

9. Microscopic Determination of ikon-Metallic inclusions

a. Homogeneous Platos

'T, erous small -roups of inclusions, ehich have the awpesarn-ce
of sulphides, were foln. tVl-roughout the sections in rall the homogoneous plates
(see Figures 10A, 3, pnd 0), Z:caot for one concentrotion in the wholee of
the Pla-te 73 cross section, the non-metallics do not occur -,s severe linear
segregf.t ions.

b. Face Har-ner.d (COatburized) Plntes

The inclusions which comoose the short stringers revealed by
all the niacrostructures of thege plates also resemble sul-ohiaes (Figares lOD
and M). Plate 49 contains, in dO.ition, numerous long stringers of oval
li&.t pink inclusions (Figure 10). These inclusions are responsiblo for
the poor steel sound-ness of the plate.

10. Microsconic Pxamination

a. Ho:a-ogeneous Plated l(Fibgres 11 and 12)

&0kra. Plate No. 9- The structure of this plate is free from
banding, has an ASTM grain size of No. 5, and consists of tempered, martensjte
plus %one tempered bainite. The presence of bainite is Indicated by the
occurence, throughout the section, of frctions of grzains wherein the carbides
are lined up in rows (Fi-ure llA) and by the presence of snall Pmounts of a
ferritic constituent, mainly itt the center of the section (Fir-ure 11B).
Metallographic examination of the 1o. 9 Jominy bars showed that whenever the
above content of ferrite exists, more than 10% of bainite is present, In additioe
some of the Jominy bar bainite possessed the same carbide lineup pattern as is
shown in Figures I1A.

The oresence of the nonMartentitic constituents noted above in-.
dicates inefficient quench hardenina technique since hardenability was amole for
still water quenching. However. the impact toughness irmsrted by the micro-
structure would have been good had the plate not been embrittled by terper
embrittleraent.

8Cra. Plate No. 50 - Microstructitre in this plate is complex and
varies from plate face to plate face. Adjacent to end for a distance of 1.2"
from Face B there occurs a tempered ferritic constituent, resulting from
austenite decomposition at high temperatures. (the light etching areas in
Figures 12A and 12B ) in which are bands and. scattered needles of tempered

.. 1



bainite (the brown etching carbide structure in Figures 11A and 12B). There-
after an abrupt transition begins, the amount of bainite increasing an6 the
ferritic constituent decreasinq so that at the center of the section the bainite
predominates In the structure (Figures 120 and 120). The ferritic constituent
persists up to about one 'nch from Face A. Continuing toward Face A, tempered
martensite appears, as evidenced by aclcularity at low magnification (XI00),
and at .35 " from Face A the structure is entirely or predominantly tempered
martensite (Figures 12E and 12F), Grain size throughout the section is ASTM
No. 6-7. The above variations in microstructure reveal that following austen-
ization Plate 50 had been quenched elther at Face A only or more severely at
Face A than at Face. B (this was undoubtedly acrz.dental) and that quenchinz
efficiency had beei poor besides.

Alth .... • microstructure an-,eart) undesirable, it has been previousl.
shown that temer brittleness, not micrc.structure, was responsible for the brittl,(
behaviour of the region that is adJacent to the center In the Face B half of the
plate.

120rm. Plate No. 73 - A large amount of tempered ferritic and
nonferritic, nonmartensitic, austenite decomposition products exists in the
120mm. plate, the amount increasina from the surface to the center (Figures
JlC.DE,F). From the hardenability data (see Table IV) the poor quench hardening
of the plate is seen to have been caused primarily by inadequate hardenability.
The quenching efficiency a.ppears to have been poor also, as evidenced b1 the
considerably larger amount of ferrite in the plate than exists at the air cooled
end of the Jominy bar. Grain size of the plate is ASTMI No. 5.

Since it was learned in Section 60 that Plaote T3 had not been
embrittled by temper brittleness, the poor impact toughness revealed by the
fracture and V-notch Charpy tests can be attributed to the excess amount of
nonmartensitic constituents in the plate.

General Remarks - From heat treating experiments conducted with
small specimens in connection with Section 60, the tempering temperatures used
for the plates are indicated to have been as follows: Platq 9, 1150OF; and
Plates 50 and 73, 12000F.

All the plates exhibited totsl decarburization of .041" to .05tf
and severe decarburization of about ,015".

Sb. Face Hardened (Carburized) Plates (Figures 13, I4, and 15)

Microstructure variations from core to case surface are identical
in essential respects in each of the carburized plates. The microstructure of
each case consists of light etchinp and structureless martensite in which are
present large globular and elongated carbides p1u4 rany smaller carbides, at
just below the surface (Figures 13A, 114A, pae 15A), and rupmerc-us small carbides,
farther back from the case face (Figures 13B Pmd 15B). The core to case
transition zone of each plate consists of ma~tenstte patobhea in a highly
tempered core structure (FiMures 130, 143, and 150). Proceeding from core to
case, the initial appearcnce of martensite corresponds to the beginning d the
case as designated by the Rockwell 0 surveys (see Figure 6), and the amount of
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martensiete increases, with tihe amount of core strucuure decreasing, until the
entire strmoture is m~rtensits.

"The nature of the core to case transition zone is proof that
in each instance the hardened case had been produced by reheating the previously
heat treated plate at only the carbyrized face and by then quenching either tke
entire plate or only the case fare.* 0 Probably a wster vpray directed again9
the case face was used. N# tempering or else only a low temperature draW
followed this treatment, as indicated.by the light etching and structureless
nature of the martensite in the case.

In each plate the greater depth of the harlened case compate(.
to the cerresptnding depth ef carbon penetration was caused by some of the
plate region back of the carburized zone having b:en heated to above or within
the critical temperature range. The "shelf" in the hardness survey of Plate 49
was due to this whole region of uncarburized core having been heated to aboe e
the critical rangek

For ready comparison of case depth revealed b- one pro'edure
against depth of case shown by the other procedures, all case depth data have
been tabulated in Table X1.

A discussion of the core microstrUctur P is given below;

70mm. Plate, No. 45 - Microstructure in the core is complex and
non-uniform. Figures 14I and 142 show the predomlnant structures at the center of
the section and adjacent to the back surface of the plate. Both structures
resemble tempered martensite or tempered low temDerature bainite, but the carbides
are much More widely spaced &t the first location. This difference may possibly
have been due to the retempering received by the center of the section during
the case hardening process. Throughout the section grains or fractions of grains
exist wherein occur ferritic patches and carbides arranged in chains Cr concen-
trations (Figure 14D). Whether or not the latter structure is beifnite is not
known, for a somewhat similar structure was detected in a small specimen which
had been rehardened in water and drawn to a hardness in little above that :;.
Plate 45. Grain size throughout the core is unusually large (ASTM #1, Figure 14F),

Since it was previously learned that Plate 45 had not been affected
by temper embrittlement, the embrittlement exhibited in previous sections of this
report was probably caused by either large grain size or a combination of large
grain size .nd incomplete hardening. That grain size had been an important
factor was indicated by the presence of large facets in the fractures of the
fracture bars and Charpy specimens.

2Omm. Plate, No,# 14 - Except that the carbides are more closely
packed and less randomly-distri uted in the center of the section matrix of
Plate -14, the microstr4ctural constituents are similar to those detected in
Plate 45 (Figures 13D, 3, and F), Grain size of the plate ig only ASTM #5-6t,
however.

10. Such a method of hardening the case of a heav, carburized plate (60mm. or
thicker) is described in detail in the Biitish document1 1 fmlor for Fighting
Vehicles" - The Ministry of Supply - June 1941 (0.0. 461/26 Aberdeen Proving
Ground(c) - WA. 461/5188(c) Incl# It The British procedure consists of
placing the plate on a furnace bogie, with the carburized face up, and carefully
bricking in the plate so tha4 the hot gases haveateass only to the tpp (ike. car-
burized) surface, Followlng the heating cycle, the plate is removed from the
furnace and a water spray is applied to the face,



141," Plate, No.• 49-- Microstructure at the center of the section
consists of light and dark etching bnnds. Ferrite patches are present in the
light bands (Figure 15E),,indicating that some high temperature a ustedte
decomposition products of the type seen in the 154O0 F Jominy bar of the:pate
are present. The dark ban.s at 11000 resemble tempered martensite or ,tempered
low tepperature bainite. Microstructure adjacent to the back surface of .the
plate (Figure Z57) is not banded -nd has en appearance which is between the
two types detected at the center of the section. The plate possesses a f.inegrain sire (ASTM#6.)

General Remarks - It is probable that the heat treatment of
all the carburized platest after carburizing and prior to the har,!Pning of the
cases, consisted of liquid quench hardening, in water or oil, followed by
tempering, This cannot be stated definitely in regard to Plates 14 and 45,
From the heat treating experlments mentioned in the Homogeneous Plate Section
above, the tempering temperatures appear to have been -.Tiproximately as follows:
Plates 14 end 45, 127501* and Plate- 4, 1225°F.

Each olate exhibited decarburizaGion at the back surface to the
extent reveeled by the Rockweell 0 hardness surrey.

11, General ConsLderations

A. Homogeneous Plates

The analyses of 'the subject platea differ considerably from
those zenerally used for American rolled homogeneous plates of comparable
thicknesses, The British compositions contain substantially m•ne nickel (except
the analysis of Plate 73) and substantially less manganese. The tendency in
this country is to use about 1.20% to 1.80% mpnganese in order to attain
hardenability adecuate for proper quench hardenine and to limit the nickel
content to below 1,0W% for conservation purposes.

Whereas hardenability of the Plate 9 and Plate 50 compositions
is satisfactory, hardenability of the much thicker Plrto 73 is less than that
of these plates and decidedly inadequate for the thickness. Present British
machineable rolled armor is mainly of the 10% Or-Mo type analyses frcm which
Plate 73 was made.

Hardmness of Plate 13 (273 Brinell) is a little higher than that
of current American production 21 to k" rolled homogeneous armor (250-260
Brinell), A development program is in progress in this country to ascertain
whether or not armor of these thicknesses can be heat trbated to and above
the hardness of Plate 9 (297 Brinell) while at the same time retaining good
impact toughness, as shown by a fibrous fracture,

Although ;lates 9 end 50 were found to have been enbrittled by
temper brittleness because of insufficiently fast coaling following tempering,
the th.icker'Plate T3, which as also susceptible to this malady, had been cooleod
fast enough from the draw to overcome temper brittleness.

Because of their poor impact towhness Plates 9 and 73 would
be exoected. to eihibit brittle behavior when subjected to severe ballistic



shock. It is indicated also from firing conducted against cast plato at
Aberdeen Proving Ground (although it must b* noted that the data-are scanty)
that the resistance to penetration of theso plates by matching and overmatching
projectiles would be improved if they possessed fibrous fractures. This
indication is supoorted perhaps, by the following two items seen in a
recent British abstractli2 (M), As a result of firing trials against heavy
rolled homogeneaus tank armor which showed that a "reverse Ni.-OCr enalysis"
gave better ballistic performance than the .1% Or-Mo anýaysis, Beardmore were
now limiting the latter comositiin to plate up to 3an thick snd were using
the "reverse Ni.*Or analysis for plates of grepter thickness. (2), The use
of fracture tests "for appllcation to heavy armor production was discussed,
apparently for the first time, at P subcommittee. meeting of the Armour and
Bullet Proof Technical Committee No. 1. It should be noted thpt British
ballistic testing consists only of resistance to penetrtotion tests.

Recently P. report was written by the British concerning comparison
between American and British rolled homogeneous armor of thicknesses -" to 4ft
the American plate dating from about June 1943 to July 1944. The British
summary of this report in incluzed in Appendix 0 as a matter of general Interest,

b. Face Hardened (Carburized) Plates

The analyses of the British carburized plates Pre much different,
except in carbon content, from those of American 2-" to 5"4 rolled carburized
proJectile testing plates that have been exa.mined at this arsenae,

Hardness distributions Pnd hardness levels in cases and cores
are similar to those of comparable plptes made by two American produceres

The severe segregations of normetallics noted in Plate 49
would be expected to cause spalling during attack by matching and overmatchini
project!l-s at obliquities.

It is worthy of note th•t althouj-h the steel from which Plate 49
was rolled is greatly embrittled upon being slowly cooled from the draw, this
4k" thick plate was cooled sufficiently fast following tempering to overcome
temper embrittlement.

12. Wtn 350.05/g01(s) - British Secret Abstract - "Artiour and Bullet Proof
Technicsl Committee No. 1; Subcommittee No. 2 - Tankst Special Meeting
to Discuss Heavy Tank Plates, held at Ifillipm Beardmore ana Co,, Ltd.,
Glasgow, on 10 October, 1944."

NOTF_,* Q - The original reeord.s of this investigation are contained in
Laboratory Notebo~k No. 9, pages 132 to 151.
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TAILE V

Brinoll Hardness Surveys on Cross Sections of British

Homogencous and Faco Hardened (Carburized) Plates

Homogeneous Platos

Plato Measured I/4"1 From Ccnter of 1/4" From
No. Thickness Face Section 3ace 3

9 2.74" 293 302 302 302 302
293 293 293 293 293

50 3.10" 269 269 269 255 255 21Z 255
269 269 262 255 255 255 269

73 4.6s" 295 277 269 277 262 277 277
277 269 269 269 269 269 277

Face Hardened (Garburizod) Plates

Plate Mcasurcd Center of Mid.way Center 1/4" From
F Thic~moss Case Fce.. Section Ind Core Face Core Face

A) 1.92" 790P•780 212 217 217
45 2.68" 700,790 207 217 217

60 1. 42 6Ol.601,653 229 235 241

TABLE VI

Lockwell IC" Hardness Surveys Across Sections of British Faco Hardonce. Plates

R.trdnoss aýt Depth Depth Depth Total Core
Plato Measured 1/16" From of Case of Case of Cape Depth Hard.-

1No. 2h-ikncss Case Face •to R_ 50 to Re 145 to Re 40 of Case neSS

24 1,92" 61.5 1/4=6.25" 5/16"'=.31" 13/3/13.5i" 71/"=-81" 1435/1
45 2.6911 62.5 3/0=09"• 13/32'=.41I" 9/160"=.56" I-1/0'"n= I,13"f 13/16.

149 4•.4f" 60.0 11/3216.341, 1/2"=455.11 1-5/32"=1.169 2-I/41--2.25ff 18/20.
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Z%3BLB IX

Compaarison Between As-Received -400C V-Notch Charpy

Values and -400C Values hesulting-From Redraw Plus

Water Qench From the Redraw - British Homoegneoust

Pace Hardened (Carburizod) Plates

As-Received Wator guenched from Rodraw
* ** -

Locati• of Rockwell C * Rockwell C ,
Snoecimen Hardness Ft.Lbs. Fracture Hardness FttLbs. Fracture

Platoe9

Face B - Surface (31.5) 20.5 FC (31.0) 26.5 F
Face A - Surface (30 0) 19,6 Pc (31.5) 25.0 F
Face B - Center (31.0) 20.2 FC (30.5) 25.4 F
Face A - Center (30.5) 19.3 FC (31.0) 28.0 F

Plate 50

Face B - Surface (25.0) 34.1 F (25.0) 35.0 F
Fvocc A - Surface (25.5) 35.0 F (26.5) 33.4 F
Face B - Center (22.5) 1.1 C`of (24.5) 3P.6 F
Face A - Center (2 h.O) 34.2 F (25.0) 34.6 F

Plate 73

Thce B - Surface (2665) 3)h.2 Cbf (27.5) 35.g Cbf
Face A - Surface (27.5) 31.8 Cbf (29.5) 37.4 F
Face B - Center (25.5) 15.6 Cb (25.5) 11.4 Cb
Face A - Center (24.5) 13.9 Ob (26.0) i1.4 Cb

Plate 45

Face B - Center (15.5) 36.4 Obf (14-5) 32.2 Cbf
Face B - Center (15.5) 29.5 Cbf
Face A - Center (14.0) 32.9 Cbf (15.0) 32.2 Cbf
Face A - Center (15.0) 32.3 Cbf

*See Figure 7

**Hardness values are inclosed in parentheses for clarity in reading the table.

***Sizes of the redrarn samples were thickflessx2.3"x.6". The draw cycles were
as follows: Plate 9, 11250 ,"or 2 hrs; Plate 50, 11500F for 2½ hrs; Plate 73
1l50OF for 242 hrs; and Plate 45, 12000F for 4 hrs.
All Oharpy specimens are transverse - i.e., their fractures are longitudinal.
and all notches are perpendicular to the plate faces.

****Symbols denote descriptions of fractures as follows:
F - Fibrous Fc - Fibrous matrix with spots of crystallinity Cbf - Bright
crystalline patch sur-ounded by fibrous border Ob - Bright crystalline -

(co•mnlete)

NOTE: Charpy fractures of Plates 9 and 50 are somewhat "woody" and those of
Plato 45 are very Iwoody",



TAB3L3 X

Tensile Test Properties of British Homogencous sad

Face Hardened (Carburized) Plates

Y.S.
Location Direction 0.1% Offset T.S. BEN

of peimen* of Snecimen Aa I1T bi ROnZO

Faco 3 - Surface Long P 1P9,200 17.9 57.T
Face A - Surf.co" 129,000 146,000 17,9 59.2
Face 3 - Center 130,000 147,400 18.6 59,9 293
hcoe A - Center 130,000 Ph7,4o0 17.9 59.6

Face B - Surface Tr vns. 134,000 14s,s00 16.4 47.4 to

-'ace I. - Surface 131,000 147,0O0 15.7 47.0
Face 3 - Contor " 130,000 145,900 15.7 46.5 302
Face & - Center t 131,000 1146,200 15.7 44.5

Plate NTo., 50

Paco 3 - Sarface Long. 100,000 122,600 20.0 6o.6
Face A - Surface "f 116,000 133,400 20.7 62.7
Face B - Center i 102,000 123,900 20.7 63.4 24g

Face - Center 1 i08,000 12, 600 20.7 63.7
Face 2 - Surface Trans, 114,ooo 131,800 17.1 51.4 to
Face A - Surface - 134,4OO 17.1 51.0
Face 3 - Center 105,000 126,000 17.9 55.2 269

Face 'i- Center 113,000 131,200 17.1 52.1

Plato N~o. 73
.Face 2 - Surfr.ce Long. 14,000 1356200 1C.6 59,6

Face A - Surface 122,000 140,200 17.9 55.9 262
Face - Center "lO,000 133,000 17.9 55.2 to
Face A - Center i14,000 133,200 IG.6 56.3 23

Plate ITO, 4

Face B - Center Trans. 69.500 108,000 23.6 57.0
F,-,ce 3 - Center " 69,000 107,800 22.9 57,0 207

Face A - Center " 71,500 107,000 22.9 6C6. to

FTee A - Center "t 71,000 107,000 22.1 61,7 217

*See Figure 7.
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Now MIER=

FACACE

FACE A FACE A
E. S. Co. 70MM PLATE E. S. CO. SOWM PLATE

NO. 0 23003-3609 mo. 022487-3350

W.A. NO. 9 W*A* NO. 5

FACE B

FACE A

FURTH4 BROWN LTO. 120MM PLATE
NO. 23873-A-I

W.A* NO. 73

WATERTOWN ARSENAL

BRITISH HOMOGENEOUS ARMOR
MAQ. Xf WTN.710-2281 FGR



FACE 8

FACE A FACE A
SEAROMORE 70MM Pt.AY

BEARDMORE 50MM PLATE B O. 70M-2945T

NO. 3762B-2314T NO. 6A304--4ST

W.A. NO. 14 W.A. NO.&

#lACE 8

FURTH4 BROWN LTO. 4 112" PLATE

No. 5448B

V.A. NO* 48

WATERTOWN ARSENAL

BRITISH FACE HARDENED ARMOR FICURE 2

MAO, Xf WTN.710-2282

Cl



FA CC 8

B R I T I SH HOMOG EN EOU S A R MOR

FURTH BROWN LTD. 120MM PLATE -

NO. 23873-A-I

E.S. CO. 80MM PLATE - I
NO. G22467-3350 I

E.S. CO. 70MM PILATE I
NO. G23003-3609

FACE B
FACE B

W.A. NO. 9 FACE A .FACE A .A. NO. 73 PACE A

W.A. NO. 50 FC
FACE

BR I T 1 SH rACE HARDENED A MOR A

FURTH BROWN LTD. 4?" PLATE

NO. 5448 J

BEARDMORE 70MM PLATE - i
NO. 6304-2945T I

BEAR•MORE 50MM PLATE I
NO. 3762B-2314T V

FACE b

"FACE B

W.#. No. 14 FACE A V.A. No. 45 FACE A W.A. NO. 48 FACE A

WATERTOWN ARSENAL
BRITISH ARMOR PLATE - MAC. XI - WTN.710-233I

.A nFIGURE 3
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LENGTH OF TEST LENGTH OF TEST

SECIMEN SPECIMEN
PLATE FACE B PLATE FACE 8 1

':1 ,,/ ,- FACE 8 7-FCE
_ "~ i // SURFACE / FACE

- , -'..SURFACE

FACEB ' -7/FACE 8
CENTER CENTER

/7 FACE A
.z' CENTER -7-FACE A

CENTER

SURFACE FACE A

SURFAACE

PLATE No.PLE FE A U
PLATE FACE A

, LENGTH OF TEST PLATE No. 50
PLATE FACE a SPECIMEN

/7 FACE 8
SURFACE

,-LENGTH OF TESTSi ':i SPFCIMEN
PLATE FACE B I P'IES17 •,-'FACE B V

7,7 CENTER

" FACESA

//FAACEA
CCENTER

It 0 J FACE A

"'"0. L 7 ' ENE

CENTER

-FACE A
' SURFACE

PLATE PACE A PLATE FACE A

PLATE ýNo. 73 PLATE N0. 4-5

TFIGURE 7

"_POSITIONS OF THE V-NOTCH G4HAR PY AND TENSILE

-TEST. SPECI-M-ENS WITHIN-THE -GROSS SECTIONS OF THE

"BRITISH HOMOGENEOUS AND CARPBURIZED PLATES.



LONG ITUDIINAL TRANSVERSE

W.A. No. 9 - E. 8. CO 70MM PLATE NO. 023003-3609

W.A. NO. 50 - E. 8. CO 80*1 PLATE NO. 022407-3350

V.A. No. 73 - FURTH BROWN LTD. 120*W PLATE NO. 23873.-A-I

I*CFVOETO4WD SECTIONS or BRITISH HOMOGENEOUS ARMOR WTN,71023t7

FIGURE 8



LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE

W.A. NO. 14 - SAhMomi 5o.. PLATE No. 37628 - 2314T

VoA. No, 45 -BEARDMORE 70MMl PLATE NO. 6304 -2045T

N;~ '--Sr - ---

- ' ____

-~ -' -

W.A. NO. 468 FURTH BROWN LTD. 4j" PLATE NO. 54465

wanrcrsnVW W4~e TNo7 10-2316
MACSOETO4EO SECTIONS 0f BRITISH PACC HARDENED ARMOR

710UE 9



Typical Nonmetallic Inclusions in Homogeneous and Face Hardened Plates

Photomicrographsm of Unetched Longitudinal Sections

Plate 9 -A,- X10C Plate 50 - XlOO
Many sulphides throughout the sec- Many sulphides throughout the sec-
tion but no long stringers. tion but no long stringers.

Plate 73 -0- X100 Plate 14 _v- X100
Many stulphides, throughout the sec- Typi~cal- inclusioni-'z-_ are'i diphce 1
tion but no long stringers except btut quantity in- seizen exatine
once in entire section. wassal

-- , l.-

5N?.~

0 0

- 01,

Plite 45 X- 100 Placte 48 200
Many eidphi doe in short stringers Ov*l, iightpF rkInciisionfs -in
throughout the section. Cause of long stringeir-s throughut he sec-
extremely "woody" fracture. tion, Cause of poor steel sound~ness,

WTN.639-7731 M ~ -



Microstructure of Pla-tes 9 and 73

All. photomicrographs Taken after Vitching in 4% Picral

Plate 9 -A- JC1000 Plate 9 SX10
Typical stracture. Tempered mar- Territic constituent found in
teasite plus some tempered bainite. saall amounts chiefly at the cen-
ASTM g~rain size No. 5. ter of the section.

Plate 73 - X200 Plate 73 -D- XlO0O
Center of section. Pronounced Light bands in -G-. Only tempered
banding. Light bands are rich In iion-martensitic austenite decompo-
ferrite. AMT grain size No. 5. sition products are present.

Plate 73 -1- 1200 Plate 73-1X00
.350 from. Pace B. Slight banding, -s- at X1000, Same type constitu-
qame grain size as in -C-. eats As in -D- plus some tempered

martensite. Much less ferrite than
in -D-..

wTN .639V-7732



Microstructure of Plate 50

All Photomicrographs Taken after Etching in 4% Pieral

"1.2" from Face B -A- X100 tame location as -A-. -B- X1000
Banas and scattered needles of Dark structure is tempered bainite.
dark etching constituent in light Light matrix is ferritic austenite
etching matrix. decomposition product.

Center of section. -C- X100 Same location as -C-. -D- X1000
Banded structure. Transition from Structure is chiefly tempered
ferritic constituent to bainite. bainite. Remainder is the ferrn-

tic constituent.

.35" from Face A. -I- X100 Same location as -1-. -.- X1000

Slight banding. Acicular structure, Premominantly or entirely tempered
Grain size in whole of section is martensite.
ASD( No. 6-7.

WTN .639-7733



I4icrostracture of Plate 14

4% Picral Etch - AfI Photomicrographe XlO00

Case - .06" below surface. -A Uase - ,.2 below surface. -B
Large carbides in light etching, Many smaller carbides in light
str8ctureless martensite. etching, structureless martensite.

Transition zone - deep etch. -O Gore a .95" below case surface. -D
.6" below case surface. Marten- Predominant structure. Tempered
site in highly tempered core martenuite and/or tempered. bain-
st ruc ture. its.

Core - .95" below case- surface. -4 Oore .*55 from back of plate. -r
Peculiar structure detected tbrougb- Predominant attucture. Tempered
out the core. martensite and/or tempeged bainite.

Grain size is &SW No. 5-6 in en-
tire core.

WYN .639-7734



4Iycrostructure of Plate 45

4f Pi cral Stch -A- X1000 4%- FieraLatch -R- 1000
Case - .06 0 below surface. Largo Transiti on- zone -i8* -below case
carbides In light etching, stirxc- surftdde.. Deep-et~ch. Martensite in
tureless martensite. W gi emes& cre stu tu e

4% Picral £tch -C0- X1000 4% PictalII 3to,-h -D 1000
Core - 1.3" below ekse face. Pre- Core --*5fro* bitck surface of
dominant structure. Tempered-mair- plate, -Pewculiar' structure found
tensite and/or tempered bainite., tholigboitf:tkb core.

4%Picral Itch 4I- -_X-1O0 Vilulela 8 R6agnt, -Itch -.. X100
Go re 5 from bacb of plate. Grain s ilte of eOn-tire- core -ASM
Predominant -stracture.- Tempe re-d No* 10
martensite and/or tempered bainite,

WTN.639-7735 
rm



lHicrostructure of Plate 48

4% Picral Ntch -All Photomicroj~raphs X1000

0. _ -1

lv1 P- ýW .

Case -. 06" below suirface. GA ase - .2"blo urae.-
Large carbides in 1ýght etching* Xmii -mailer carbides in light
struxctureless martensite. mthi-g 6-1uctur-less niartensite.

Transition zone -deep etch. -C core --2.? 7-b~loir case surface. -D)
1.6" below case surface.* Marten- Str%*tiire of -dark -etchinig bands
site In highly tempered core proesent reTepedatoit
st ructare. adrtgp e.b niO

I44

'.-1 1.' 9 ,

Structure in the light letchin Jo :ftcftil?. esem lea bth
Tepered high -D- Z' -~ Gri -iiise in the en-

temperature austenite transforim- tire coeis -AWN~ No. 6-4.
tion products,

WTN .639--7736 12 U
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Basic Correspondence



* Cop o

WAR DEPARTIMNT
OFFICE OF THE43 CHIEF OF ORDNANCE

WASHINGTON

0.0. 4oo.112/10033(s)
P0TB 6 November 1943

Special Steel and Welding

Subject: Metallurgical Examination of Armor and Projectiles Received
from 2ingland for Comparative Tests with American Material

To: Commanding Officer
Watertown Arsenal Attn: H. H. Zorng
Watertown, Mass. Col., Ord. Dept.

1. An extensive comparative program is being fired at Aberdeen with
american and British APO projectiles against both American and British
armor plate.

2. The attached Chart I, dated 3 November 194 3 , outlines all materiel
to be investigated.

3. It is requested that Watertown Arsenal conduct complete metal-
lurgical examination on one projectile of each lot of projectiles received
from England. It is further requested that complete metallurgical exami-
nation be conducted upon sections on each British plate.

4. Aberdeen Proving Ground will forward these samples and projectiles
to his arsenal with n letter of transmittal as soon as practical after
receipt of the materiel from England.

By Order of the Chief of Ordnance:

G, LKINS KNABLECol., Ord. Dept.

Assistant
1 Incl.

cc: Director
The Proving Ground
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md,

Appendix A Page 1



APPMNMIX B

Properties of Typical Armor Plates

Used for Proof of Shot (by the British)

1I
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APPNFDIX 0

Summary of British Secret Report
"Firing Trials on American Rolled Plates"

Dnted 25th September, 19144

I.-



(This page is unclass]m¶ec,

%Mary of British Secret Report, "Firing Trials on American Rolled Plates",: ~~~~~dr.t__ed 259 Sep•tember 194 0-1AL, 7!1-11) . . -. . ...

"This report covers the firing trials of 54 niuchineable rolled armour
plates of current Amer -.an minufacture in thicknsesaes i" to 4" from the
the three mantfactuarers" Gremt Lakes Stee! Corporation, Carnegie-Illinois
Steel Corporation and Jones Pmd Laughlin Steel OorCor tion. (W.A. Note:
The plate thicknesses were 14mm. * 11, i 11, it* 2", 20 , d 4). The object
of the trials was to make a comparison between British and American armour
plate in current production vwhen tested under British conditions. (W.A.
Note: The American plates arrived in Britain during the period Jpnuary to
July 1944. Arrangements were made in June 1943 to secure these plates,)

Whereas British machineable rolled armour is mainly of 12,• Cr.Mo.
type material, two of the American makers use a Mno(Ni.Cr.) Mo. type and
the other -aker uses a Si.Mn.(Cr.jMo. type material.

The results of firing trials show that all the American plates meet
the ballistic Pnd overmatching requirements of Epeafiications I.T. lOOB
(tentative) and I.T. 0E with t-he exCeption of some of the 41" plates which
were aepraciably softer than the British plates of the same thickness, Pnd

failed I.T. 0E by a few feet/sec.

In America it has apparently been decided, as in Britain, that the
best hardness for plates of varyina thicknesses decreases as the thickness
increases. In general, the American plates are treated to the same
hardness level and. are of similar ballistic ( .ality to the British plates.
Exceptions to this general conclusion are that some of the American i" plates
are harder and have higher ballistic limits than the British -lates, and the
4W American plates are softer and have lower ballistic limits than the
British plates."

Appendix 0 - Page 1
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